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Chapter 2961: A Small Lake! 

Imperishable Soul Domain, Central Soul Region! 

A group of remnant troops gathered together, their expressions very heavy. 

Several Peak Hegemons all had faint soul bodies at this time, close to dissipating. 

In order to escape, they paid a terrible price too. 

North Soul Region’s ancestor, Hegemon Wu Wen, held back three Hegemons by himself in order to 

cover the other people’s departure and died on the spot! 

At this time, the atmosphere in the Central Soul Region’s main hall was depressed to the extreme. 

“Old Ghost Yu Tian still hasn’t come back until now. It’s likely fraught with grim possibilities!” South Soul 

Region’s ancestor, Hegemon Zhi Zhen, said with a heavy look. 

“Sigh, Old Ghost Wu Wen … is gone just like that! Old Ghost Yu Tian’s and Progenitor Imperishable’s life 

and death are unknown. Our Nirvanic Soul Clan has really encountered a huge crisis this time! If Old 

Ghost Yu Tian is dead too, then the three of us really won’t know what to do!” West Soul Region’s old 

woman, Hegemon Xi Mian, was in dejection. 

Ancestor Wang Ning did not say a word, but his expression was similarly heavy. 

Suddenly, the void trembled, and a figure fell with a loud bang! 

“Old Ghost Yu Tian!” When the three Hegemons saw the arrival, they could not help being overjoyed. 

This figure that fell was precisely Hegemon Yu Tian, who returned with heavy injuries! 

The current Hegemon Yu Tian was very miserable. His soul body was incomplete. Saying that it was a 

remnant soul was also not overboard. 

“Old Ghost Yu Tian, are you alright?” Hegemon Zhi Zhen asked in concern. 

But no dismay could be seen on Hegemon Yu Tian’s face at all. Instead, he had an excited look. 

Zhi Zhen few people exchanged glances, wondering to themselves if this old thing was beaten silly? 

We’re already miserable until like this, and you’re still in the mood to smile? 

“I’m fine. I won’t die! Hahaha … Satisfying!” Yu Tian said with a loud laugh. 

The three people had baffled faces, not knowing what this guy was being happy about. 

Old Ghost Wu Wen was already dead, and everyone sustained serious injuries. Shouldn’t you be a little 

pessimistic? 

“Old Ghost Yu Tian, were you beaten silly? Our Nirvanic Soul Clan suffered our greatest crisis in history. 

You’re actually still in the mood to laugh?” Xi Mian said with a livid face. 
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Yu Tian smiled and said, “Why can’t Your Father laugh? Bloodmourn, Jun Yi, these few damn things 

exhausted all of their brain power, wanting to round us up in one fell swoop! In the end, they suffered a 

double loss. Their casualties are even more disastrous than ours! Tell me, should Your Father laugh or 

not? Those three old things expended God knows how great a price for the sake of the set-up this time. 

Now, it has all been for naught! Tell me, should Your Father laugh or not? Hahaha …” 

The three people exchanged glances, feeling baffled again. 

They were certain that this guy was beaten silly! 

“Enough! Stop laughing! Old Ghost Wu Wen is already dead. Which eye of yours saw that their 

casualties are worse than ours?” Xi Mian reproached. 

Yu Tian chuckled and said, “We had a Peak Hegemon die. They had one die too! But those two who 

hunted Ye Yuan and Cloudneon down are both dead! Tell me, does Your Father feel great or not?” 

Regarding this battle, Yu Tian was stifled badly. 

Three great races joined forces to deal with the Nirvanic Soul Clan. It was too hidden, too despicable. It 

made Yu Tian keep on holding his anger in his heart. 

But when he passed by the place where Wu Jia and Lu died, he felt it! 

But at that time, Bloodmourn was pursuing closely behind. He did not dare to stay either. 

But at that time, he felt frustration being given vent in his heart! 

Now, he escaped with his life. He could not resist anymore and burst out laughing. 

But when Xi Mian three people heard this, they did not laugh but had doubtful faces. 

“You’re sure that those two are both dead?” Wang Ning said with a frown. 

He also felt that Yu Tian was beaten silly. 

How could two little brats possibly kill two great Hegemons? 

Yu Tian’s face turned black, and he said in a great rage, “Do you all really take Your Father to be stupid? 

The fall of a Hegemon, the origin undulation is so intense. Can Your Father not sense it? Those two have 

indeed died! Heh, if not for Bloodmourn that old thing stopping to investigate back then, Your Father 

really might not have been able to escape back!” 

With these, the three people were shocked. 

“How is this possible?” Wang Ning said. 

Yu Tian snorted coldly and said, “Although I don’t know what’s going on either, it’s true that those two 

Hegemons are dead! Plus, with the two that were killed by us, they have lost a total of four Hegemons! 

In this battle, we gained a huge advantage! With two great Hegemons dying, this matter can’t be 

concealed. News will transmit over very quickly! At that time, you guys will know!” 

Wang Ning three people felt that it was too inconceivable. This kind of exterminating besiegement, it 

was actually their side that gained the advantage? 



If it was really as Yu Tian said, then they really should be laughing out loud. 

Before long, this great battle shook the entire Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven! 

Three great races actually joined hands to deal with the Imperishable Soul Domain! 

This news was earth-shattering! 

But, what shocked people even more was that three races besieged the Nirvanic Soul Clan’s Hegemons, 

and their casualties were actually even more than the Nirvanic Soul Clan! 

For some time, the entire Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven was shocked. 

… … 

“It’s here. The aura of the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique disappeared in this small lake. If my guesses 

are correct, Progenitor Imperishable should have entered the lake,” Ye Yuan pointed at a lake in front 

and said. 

He and Cloudneon had been tracking all the way, arriving at this small lake after spending a month’s 

time. 

This lake was situated in the Qi Soul Clan’s hinterland. It looked very unassuming. 

Cloudneon frowned and said, “You’re sure? You’re not lying to me? There are no traces of any battle at 

all here!” 

For Hegemon Realms, especially the battle between Supreme Hegemons, their battles were absolutely 

heaven-shocking. 

If Progenitor Imperishable was really here, it was impossible for her not to feel it at all. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Your Cloud Dream Soul Physique is extremely formidable, but this person who 

laid down the camouflage, their Formation Dao attainments has already reached the acme of 

perfection! It’s very normal that you can’t tell.” 

Cloudneon was somewhat angry. This guy was clearly just an Emperor Cloud Heaven, but his cocky 

appearance really pissed people off! 

However, she really could not tell that there was any camouflage here. 

“You’re saying that there’s someone guarding here?” Cloudneon said. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Just one person! But with this one holding down the fort, they can probably 

withstand a hundred by themselves. I didn’t expect that a human Hegemon would actually dare to be a 

lackey!” 

Although Cloudneon thought otherwise, she also knew that the matter was of utmost importance. 

While she could not figure the situation out, she still decided to trust Ye Yuan. 

Otherwise, once any accident arose, the two of their small lives would be finished too. 

“Then what should we do now?” Cloudneon said. 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If the two of us join hands, so what even if it’s a Hegemon? You execute your 

dream realm and cover this lake. We’ll swagger our way in!” 

Hence, a dreamland quietly covered the lake, and the two people fumbled their way over quietly. 

Cloudneon discovered to her surprise that the trail that Ye Yuan took was extremely strange. 

Sometimes, it would be forward. Other times, he would step back, going round and round, like walking 

through a maze. 

Suddenly, Cloudneon’s pupils constricted! 

An old man was sitting quietly on the surface of the lake just like that, with his eyes shut. 

Hegemon powerhouse! 

Prior to this, she actually did not detect at all! 

Cloudneon knew that Ye Yuan was right in the end! 

In this inconspicuous place, to let a Hegemon set up a camouflage and guard the area, this place must 

be very fishy! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2962: Chaotic Origins! 

“It’s actually him! This guy actually sought refuge with the blood race too. Looks like our Nirvanic Soul 

Clan is really surrounded by enemies on all fronts!” 

“You know him?” 

“He’s the human race’s Hegemon Inkcloud. His strength isn’t beneath that Hegemon Lu! Especially in 

Formation Dao, he has already reached the acme of perfection.” 

“Oh, actually, you don’t need to be anxious either. After you enter Hegemon Realm, you can match ten 

Hegemon Realms. You look! You’re standing in front of him right now. And he can’t even see you?” 

… … 

In the dream realm, Cloudneon and Ye Yuan were currently talking opposite of Hegemon Inkcloud, but 

Hegemon Inkcloud was oblivious. 

This Hegemon Inkcloud’s strength was very strong, but Cloudneon and Ye Yuan two people joining 

forces had entrapped two great Hegemons to death. He was no big deal. 

Of course, if they wanted to kill Hegemon Inkcloud, it could not be done. 

Dreamland was born from the heart. Cloudneon being able to entrap Wu Jia and Lu to death, it was by 

exploiting their desire to kill them, making the two people kill each other and die. 

Making them kill themselves on their own, that was impossible. 

If Hegemons were so easy to kill, then they would be worthless too. 
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But it was also precisely because of this that even those Hegemons felt that it was inconceivable. 

“Alright, let’s go down. Hegemon Imperishable should have entered another space, and the entrance is 

right below this lake,” Ye Yuan said. 

Cloudneon nodded and sank to the bottom of the lake together with Ye Yuan. 

The lake was not large, but it was very deep. 

Not long after the two people sank to the bottom of the lake, a cluster of gloomy light was very eye-

catching. 

Clearly, this was the entrance to another space. 

Entering the spatial passageway, the scenery before the two people’s eyes suddenly changed. 

A desolate slaughter atmosphere hit them head-on. 

Cloudneon’s and Ye Yuan’s expressions changed wildly, their soul bodies virtually going to be torn to 

shreds by the wild gale here. 

“What a terrifying place. This place should be an ancient battlefield. Furthermore, the origin 

powerhouses who died will probably have to be counted in millions!” Ye Yuan drew a cold breath and 

said. 

This place was completely a savage battlefield of origin powerhouses! 

On the battlefield, there were utterly disorderly origins everywhere, wreaking havoc everywhere. It was 

as if they were still fighting. 

If ordinary people came here, just the chaotic origins were sufficient to reduce them to ashes. 

Fortunately, Ye Yuan two people’s soul bodies were different from the rest. That was how they barely 

managed to hold out.. 

By the side, Cloudneon suddenly said, “Ye Yuan, I seem to have … comprehended.” 

Ye Yuan was stupefied. Turning around to look, he discovered that Cloudneon’s soul body was actually 

dissipating! 

His gaze could not help turning intent, immediately understanding something. 

The Cloud Dream Soul Physique and Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique achieved the same wondrous 

effect with different means. 

Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was born from chaos and could transform into myriad Dao. 

And the Cloud Dream Soul Physique belonged to nothingness, feeling the growth of myriad Dao with 

dreamland. 

These two great soul bodies had a natural advantage in the comprehension of origin. 

There were countless chaotic origins here. It was simply a paradise for gaining enlightenment on Dao to 

their two soul physiques! 



Cloudneon’s realm had long already reached the grand completion realm of Emperor Sakra Heaven. The 

origins that she gained enlightenment on had already reached as many as several dozen too. 

Now, this opportunity to break through arrived! 

However, Ye Yuan also understood that this was a lucky chance, and there was also tremendous danger. 

There were tens of millions of disorderly origins here. The strength of the origins was not uniform. Many 

similar origins had different directions of comprehension too. A single misstep and one would be lost in 

it. 

The current situation was somewhat like the Lucid Forest. 

It was just that this place was full of origins! 

Compared to the Lucid Forest, this place was much higher level. 

Furthermore, the Lucid Forest was actually within the scope of rules. But there were no rules here. It 

was completely a chaotic land! 

Cloudneon already entered the state of sudden epiphany virtually without needing to deliberately 

comprehend. 

Ye Yuan thought about it but still did not wake Cloudneon up. 

This was her lucky chance. Life and death, it was controlled by and up to her. He did not have the right 

to interfere. 

Drawing a deep breath, Ye Yuan walked forward. 

The further he walked, the more difficult it became for Ye Yuan to extricate himself. 

One origin after another seemed to drill into his own soul. 

That sort of temptation was simply without equal. 

That was the allure of becoming a supreme powerhouse! 

Gaining enlightenment on Dao here, he could climb to the summit and become the strongest Hegemon 

in this world! 

Hegemon Imperishable might be nothing more than this too! 

Ye Yuan’s eyes became more and more dazed. 

His soul body also completely transformed into the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique. 

The Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique already left his control, deriving all kinds of origin power on its 

own! 

Under such an environment, the temptation was simply fatal to the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique. 

Ye Yuan discovered that his own consciousness had started to blur. 



“Damn! My soul physique isn’t strong enough yet. This place is the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique’s 

paradise but not my paradise! At this rate, my consciousness is going to be completely wiped out, 

becoming a part of these countless chaotic origins!” 

Ye Yuan was burning with anxiety. He was very clear that currently, he was already at the most 

dangerous moment. 

But he had no way of reversing this situation. 

His soul body was completely out of control! 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that he would actually suddenly fall into danger. 

This state was like the common saying that a feeble body could not take tonics. 

His strength, his soul body, was simply not capable of enduring such terrifying origin power. 

But, his soul body was still absorbing it in spite of himself! 

… … 

In the depths of the ancient battlefield, four powerful forces were entangled together. 

These four powers seemed to have already reached a delicate balance, appearing very calm. 

These four people were naturally four great Supreme Hegemons. 

“Heh heh, two babies who haven’t even reached Hegemon Realm actually barged into the God 

Bewildering Battlefield! Inkcloud that brat is really a good-for-nothing! Furthermore, it’s actually the 

Cloud Dream Soul Physique and the real Imperishable Soul Physique! Old Ghost Imperishable, with this, 

you have a successor!” A sinister and charming voice came from the void. 

This void came from Hegemon Evil Dragon of the abyss. 

“Humph!” Progenitor Imperishable snorted coldly. 

He knew that this evil dragon was intentionally making digs at him. 

However, he was also extremely surprised in his heart. In this period of time that he was not around, the 

Nirvanic Soul Clan actually had a second Imperishable Soul Physique appear! 

This was the real Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique! 

As a Supreme Hegemon, he could naturally sense it. 

“That lass with the Cloud Dream Soul Physique is still alright. She might still have a slight chance of 

survival. But that Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique brat is somewhat overestimating his own ability. Hur 

hur, you look. His consciousness is about to dissipate right away! This place is one of the battlefields 

where all the heavens annihilated the Labyrinth Divine Palace back then. The origin powerhouses who 

died reached as high as a million! The likes of him, a measly little Emperor Cloud Heaven, actually dare 

to enter this place too!” Hegemon Heavenly Soul said with a snicker. 



“Old Ghost Imperishable, these two babies are clearly here to save you. Looks like this Enshrouding Mist 

Soul Physique still sensed the origin that you left behind. It’s just that the Nirvanic Soul Clan actually sent 

these two little fellows over. I reckon that Yu Tian, those few brats, have already died out. Do you still 

want to continue struggling?” The one speaking was Hegemon Bloodsong. 

Hegemon Imperishable snorted coldly and said, “The three of you exhausted every power of your mind, 

but what can you do to me? At most, the four of us perish together! Do you really think that my title of 

imperishable is called in vain?” 
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“Heh, Old Ghost Imperishable, you don’t need to be unruly with us either! Your strength has indeed 

exceeded our imaginations, but reaching our realm, you’re not willing to die just like that either, right? If 

you really had this determination, you also wouldn’t be dawdling with us here.” 

With regards to Hegemon Imperishable’s threat, Hegemon Evil Dragon just laughed disdainfully. 

Although the present situation was far beyond their expectations, nobody could hide their thoughts 

from anyone. 

Reaching this level of realm, no one was a fool. 

Hegemon Imperishable just snorted coldly. Clearly, he had tacitly acknowledged Evil Dragon’s 

statement. 

“Moreover, we’re not here to kill you either. As long as you’re trapped here, that’s enough! After those 

descendants of yours have died out, we can let you out too,” Hegemon Bloodsong said with a laugh, 

looking like he had cornered Hegemon Imperishable. 

“Mn? That kid’s strength is too weak. His consciousness is already almost dissipating,” Heavenly Soul 

said. 

Sure enough, Ye Yuan’s consciousness was already disorderly and confused. 

Once his consciousness dispersed, the soul body would be a masterless object, and one would be 

considered to be completely dead. 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s residual consciousness still had a strong reluctance. 

“The Purple Ripple Umbrella is already right before my eyes!” 

“I can save Lingxue right away. How can I die just like this?” 

“No way! I can’t die!” 

“Absolutely not!” 

… … 

This intense unwillingness made his consciousness still remain there. 

Even if it was just an insignificant trace, it was like a feeble spark, stubbornly not dissipating. 
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Saving Mu Lingxue, this breath, had already supported him until now. He was absolutely not willing to 

give up now! 

Two hours, four hours … 

In a blink of an eye, a day passed. The four great Hegemons all thought that Ye Yuan was already dead 

for sure. 

But he actually held on stubbornly just like that. 

With this, the four great Hegemons were shocked. 

The four of them mutually restrained each other and were bored out of their minds. 

Ye Yuan and Cloudneon’s arrival brought them a trace of fun. 

Therefore, their attention was placed on these two people very naturally. 

Compared to Cloudneon, Ye Yuan was naturally a little more worth paying attention to. 

It was because he was about to die right away. 

“This boy has such a powerful will! Like this and he’s still not dead!” Hegemon Evil Dragon marveled. 

“This seat wants to see just how long this kid can last,” Bloodsong said. 

Heavenly Soul smiled and said, “Hur hur, it’s boring too. Why don’t we bet how long this boy can last?” 

Evil Dragon laughed and said, “Haha, good idea! This boy’s willpower is indeed very strong. This seat 

bets that he can last ten days!” 

Bloodsong also smiled and said, “I’ll bet 15 days!” 

But Heavenly Soul smiled and said, “There are a million origins here. This kid is like a drop of water that 

fell into the sea. How long more can he last? In the end, he can only be assimilated! I bet that he 

absolutely can’t last three days! Old Ghost Imperishable, you’re of the Imperishable Soul Physique too. 

What do you think?” 

The one who understood the Imperishable Soul Physique best was naturally Hegemon Imperishable. 

Hegemon Imperishable was silent for a while and said, “Three months!” 

The moment these words came out, the three great Hegemons all burst out laughing. 

Clearly, this was a joke. 

Although you’re of the Imperishable Supreme Hegemon, don’t treat us, these Supreme Hegemons, as 

morons either. 

Like this, he could last three months? 

“Old Ghost Imperishable, do you feel that it’s very boring now, and you’re teasing the few of us?” 

Heavenly Soul could not help laughing as he said. 



“Forget about this boy, even if it’s this seat back then, under this sort of environment, I can’t last a 

month too! You’re actually saying that this boy can last three months?” Hegemon Bloodsong laughed in 

spite of himself. 

“In this place, there’s not a trace of other variables. His consciousness is already close to disappearing. If 

he can last three months, this seat will pluck my head off for you to kick!” Hegemon Evil Dragon said 

disdainfully. 

Hegemon Imperishable gave him a glance and said coolly, “Then be prepared to pluck your head off.” 

Finished saying, he shut up and stopped talking. 

Regarding Ye Yuan, this second true Imperishable Soul Physique, Hegemon Imperishable naturally paid 

great attention. 

He seemed to have seen himself back then from Ye Yuan. 

Not the Imperishable Soul Physique, but the person! 

That sort of unwillingness to be outdone by others, that sort of stubborn unyieldingness, he saw it from 

Ye Yuan. 

Back then, in order to lead the Nirvanic Soul Clan to rise, he challenged the entire Qi Soul Clan with his 

power alone. 

That sort of difficulty was absolutely hell-level. 

How many times had he narrowly escaped death; how many ups and downs he had; he relied on his 

astonishing willpower to pull through. 

But, as an Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, he knew Ye Yuan too well. 

Without something that could influence the situation, it was impossible for him to pull through! 

Ye Yuan came to the wrong place! 

If Ye Yuan entered at origin realm, this place would definitely be a paradise. 

But he was currently too weak! 

Right now, this God Bewildering Battlefield was the nightmare of the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique. 

Therefore, he felt that three months was the limit. 

Very soon, three days passed. 

The first to get slapped was Hegemon Heavenly Soul. 

Heavenly Soul’s expression was very ugly as he said in a solemn voice, “This brat is really a rock in the 

latrine, smelly and hard. What’s the point of holding on like this?” 

Hegemon Imperishable smiled coldly and said, “Hence, that’s why you, this idiot, would be surpassed by 

this seat!” 



Hegemon Heavenly Soul’s face turned black, and he said in a great rage, “Imperishable, you’re courting 

death!” 

Hegemon Imperishable was indifferent and said coolly, “Is that so? If you want to perish together, bring 

it on!” 

Hegemon Heavenly Soul gave a cold snort and stopped talking. 

When Hegemon Imperishable was a nobody, he was already a Supreme Hegemon. 

But countless years had passed, and Hegemon Imperishable’s strength had already surpassed him. 

Got to admit, this sort of thing was very disgraceful. 

If not because the Qi Soul Clan still had a Hegemon Samsara, they would really be completely 

suppressed by the Nirvanic Soul Clan. 

It was just that Hegemon Samsara’s status was transcendent, traveling the myriad worlds. He did not ask 

about the soul race’s affairs at all. 

If not for this existence, Hegemon Heavenly Soul would have long been unable to suppress the Nirvanic 

Soul Clan. 

Ten days later, Hegemon Evil Dragon was slapped in the face. 

“This boy is also too monstrous, right? Does he feel that he can really go against the heavens?” Evil 

Dragon said somewhat glumly. 

Later on, after 15 days, Hegemon Bloodsong was slapped too. 

This boy actually really survived for 15 days! 

This … How was this possible? 

“Forcibly hold on like this doesn’t have any meaning at all! It’s absolutely impossible for him to survive,” 

Bloodsong shook his head and said with a sigh. 

Time passed day by day, 15 days, 20 days, a month! 

Three months were up! 

This time, even Hegemon Imperishable was slapped in the face too! 

Because Ye Yuan lasted three months! 

With this, the four great Supreme Hegemons were really shocked. 

“Just what kind of unfulfilled wishes does this boy have? Hanging on with this one breath, is he going to 

hold on until heaven and earth turn old? Hur hur, Old Ghost Imperishable, looks like you’ve 

miscalculated too!” Hegemon Evil Dragon said with a laugh. 

Hegemon Imperishable let out a sigh and said, “Young man, give up. It’s too hard for you to hold on like 

this. There’s no meaning!” 



Hegemon Imperishable’s words carried a requiem effect, directly reaching Ye Yuan’s last trace of 

consciousness. 

But he completely did not expect that his one sentence was like throwing a bunch of withered grass on 

the spark! 

Instantly, the spark reignited! 
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These Hegemons were all clear that being able to hang on with one breath and not die, there must be 

some unfulfilled wishes. 

Just like mortals, when lying in a coma, if they had any unfulfilled wishes, they would refuse to shut their 

eyes no matter what. 

Hegemon Imperishable knew that the current Ye Yuan was in far too much hardship. 

Therefore, this requiem was to help him be free. 

But, the one who spoke was him, Hegemon Imperishable! 

The perception between Enshrouding Mist Soul Physiques was completely ignited at this moment. 

Hegemon Imperishable’s voice was hope to Ye Yuan! 

Actually, the current Ye Yuan already had little consciousness. 

But Hegemon Imperishable’s Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was like a clap of thunder, exploding in his 

last strand of consciousness. 

What was his obsession? 

Wasn’t it to meet Hegemon Imperishable and borrow the Purple Ripple Umbrella? 

The resonance between Enshrouding Mist Soul Physiques made the Ye Yuan, who was in the chaos, 

instantly find the lighthouse, finding the direction home. 

The four great Supreme Hegemons were all struck senseless. 

“What’s going on here? Old Ghost Imperishable, what kind of trickery did you do? This kid actually came 

back to life again?” Hegemon Evil Dragon said with shock all over his face. 

Hegemon Imperishable himself also had a stunned look and said, “This seat didn’t do anything! I just 

saw that he was in too much suffering, and let him be free with a requiem sound. This … I don’t know 

what’s going on either.” 

While Hegemon Heavenly Soul said with a strange look, “Really seeing ghosts! You helped to appease his 

soul; not only was he not freed, his consciousness became increasingly stronger instead! Mn? He’s 

starting to control the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique!” 
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“His Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique unconsciously comprehended origins in so many origins. Origin 

seeds have probably already been planted in his soul body. When his realm is reached, these origin 

seeds will take root and germinate! This was simply a massive lucky chance for him!” When speaking, 

Hegemon Evil Dragon was even somewhat jealous. 

Ye Yuan’s situation, if he died, everything was naturally over. 

But not dying, then the benefits would be unimaginable to him. 

The Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was born from chaos to begin with. It was extremely sensitive to 

origins. 

Under a conscious state, the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was limited by individual talent, and the 

comprehension would be limited in the end. 

But, under an unconscious state, the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was completely comprehending 

origins on instinct. 

Finally, Ye Yuan’s soul body condensed and formed again. He also felt his own soul body’s chances. 

Inside this Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, there seemed to be many origin powers that appeared 

correct but were really wrong. 

His realm had not reached yet. This response was very blurry. 

But he knew that the power of each origin was extremely precious. 

Origins could not be comprehended because you wanted to? 

For a Great Dao, only by cultivating the power of rules to the realm of grand completion could one have 

the chance to comprehend origin. 

Ye Yuan’s Dao was not yet perfect. He did not have too clear an understanding of these origin powers. 

But the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique recorded the ‘sensations’ of these origins in his body. 

Ye Yuan could find the direction of Great Dao by following these ‘sensations.’ 

This was equivalent to saying that each Great Dao had a beacon light! 

To Ye Yuan, cultivation would naturally yield twice the results with half the effort. 

“I didn’t expect that I actually had a blessing come to me in the disguise of misfortune. Hegemon 

Imperishable wanted to help me be free. But he didn’t expect that it would actually let me grab the last 

strand of life-saving straw. The matters of the world are indeed hard to predict,” Ye Yuan said ruefully. 

He knew how dangerous his previous state was. 

If it was anyone else, it would have been impossible to reawaken his consciousness too. 

Converging his mind, Ye Yuan did not remain anymore and continued deeper in. 

The surrounding origins became more and more, but it was already inconsequential to Ye Yuan. 



His realm was limited, and the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique was already satiated. It was impossible 

to absorb more origins. 

Following the direction of Hegemon Imperishable’s voice, Ye Yuan chased after. 

Along the way, there were scenes of desolation! 

Clearly, the four great Supreme Hegemons had experienced an extremely horrifying battle. 

“Heh, interesting. This boy really came over to find you! He came in together with that girl. It’s probably 

for the sake of you, Old Ghost Imperishable, right? A human brat, wonder what goal he has,” Hegemon 

Evil Dragon said with a strange laugh. 

Ye Yuan’s paltry cultivation realm naturally could not deceive these Supreme Hegemons. 

Actually, as soon as he entered the God Bewildering Battlefield, the four great Hegemons could see 

through it. 

Therefore, with regards to Ye Yuan’s life and death, they all did not care too much, inclusive of Hegemon 

Imperishable. 

“After he comes, wouldn’t we know then,” Hegemon Imperishable said coolly. 

Along the way, he did not encounter any dangers. 

Whatever danger was gone after the four great Supreme Hegemons’ battle too. 

Ye Yuan raised his head to look at the sky and saw a blue-colored giant dragon hovering at the horizon, 

an enormous blood lake, and also a big and tall celestial deity! 

But these three were bogged down in a mass of enshrouding mist. 

Without a doubt, these were the four great Supreme Hegemons. 

However, Ye Yuan saw a large purple umbrella in this region of mist. 

The purple-colored halo emitted by that large umbrella made the misty air shine purple. 

When Ye Yuan saw it, his entire body could not help trembling! 

There was no doubt that it was the Purple Ripple Umbrella! 

“Human brat, don’t tell this seat that you’re here to save Old Ghost Imperishable,” Evil Dragon said with 

a smile that was not a smile. 

Having his identity be seen through, Ye Yuan was not surprised and said with a nod, “What Senior said is 

right. I’m here to save Hegemon Imperishable.” 

“Hahaha … Get lost! Just based on your bit of strength, it’s still far lacking!” Evil Dragon said with a loud 

laugh. 

To the four great Supreme Hegemons, Ye Yuan was just a little bug. 

Puff a breath of air and he would be gone. 



But Ye Yuan was indifferent and said coolly, “Seniors, let it go. Your plan has already completely failed.” 

The moment these words came out, the three people stiffened up noticeably. 

Bloodsong smiled coldly and said, “A mere Emperor Cloud Heaven also dares to engage in wild talks in 

front of this seat! Do you not believe that this seat will exterminate you right now?!” 

“I don’t believe it!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Hegemon Bloodsong, if you had this ability, would you still talk rubbish with an ant 

like me here? Therefore, the three of you can only take a beating from me now.” 

The title of Supreme Hegemon was indeed scary, but it would also depend on who you were scaring. 

It looked like these three people were seemingly joining hands to deal with Hegemon Imperishable 

currently. 

Actually, Ye Yuan had long seen through. These four people had reached a delicate balance. 

Whoever broke this equilibrium, the outcome would definitely be very miserable. 

At this point, the only way was for the four people to pull back at the same time. 

Sure enough, the moment Ye Yuan said it, the expressions of the three great Hegemons became ugly to 

the extreme. 

A little bug actually dared to swagger and bluster in front of them! 

“I really underestimated you, this brat! Pretty good eyesight! But do you think that based on your 

strength, you can cause any harm to us?” Evil Dragon said disdainfully. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Maybe I can!” 

Evil Dragon laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Hahaha, then you come and try it, see if you 

can scratch your Lord Dragon’s itch!” 

“Mn, you wait for a moment.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head in earnest, but he cast Evil Dragon to one side and said to Hegemon 

Imperishable, “Hegemon Imperishable, I want to borrow the Purple Ripple Umbrella!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2965: Meathead! 

Evil Dragon was ticked off! 

He was actually being ignored! 

He, Hegemon Evil Dragon, was born from chaos. The moment he was born, he was a Hegemon 

powerhouse and had always been standing at the apex of all the heavens. 

Today, he was actually being underestimated like this by an Emperor Cloud Heaven! 

Wait a moment? 
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What was called wait a moment! 

Could you freaking give me, this Supreme Hegemon, a little respect? 

Hegemon Imperishable was shocked too! 

This boy asked for the Purple Ripple Umbrella the moment he opened his mouth. 

Could it be that he did not know what the Purple Ripple Umbrella meant to him? 

“Impudent thing! After this seat gets out, I’ll definitely use the fire of evil dragon to burn you for 9999 

years, casting you into eternal damnation!” Evil Dragon said with a furious roar. 

Ye Yuan ignored him but stared at Hegemon Imperishable and said, “I saved the Nirvanic Soul Clan, 

resolving their three races’ besiegement against Hegemon Yu Tian they all! Now, I’ll help you to get out 

and heavily wound the three of them! I wonder if these two favors are enough or not?” 

Before Hegemon Imperishable spoke, Hegemon Heavenly Soul smiled coldly and said, “Little fellow, 

before you talk big, can you look at the target first or not? You, a measly little Emperor Cloud Heaven, 

can disrupt the all-encompassing net that our three races joined hands to lay down? Dozens of 

Hegemons are there. A sneeze from each person and you won’t even have residue remaining! You’re 

insulting Old Ghost Imperishable’s intellect by saying this!” 

Hegemon Imperishable said coolly, “Wanting to let me believe you, you have to display your strength 

first. What you said is indeed too exaggerated.” 

Indeed, what Ye Yuan said, the four great Hegemons did not believe a word. 

Forget about Ye Yuan; even if an ordinary Hegemon Realm was standing here, they would not even 

believe it. 

A war that engulfed four great races, a battle that involved dozens of Hegemons, how could it be what 

you, a puny little Emperor Cloud Heaven, could influence? 

Hegemon Imperishable’s meaning was very clear: want to make me believe, eradicate the three of them 

before talking. 

However, Ye Yuan shook his head and said coolly, “You swear a Heavenly Dao Oath right now. I only 

need the Purple Ripple Umbrella for three months! Otherwise, I can only cripple the four of you 

thoroughly, then force you to hand over the Purple Ripple Umbrella.” 

These words were arrogant to the extreme. 

In the 33 Heavens, someone who dared to say such words to these four people upfront probably had 

not been born yet. 

Yet, he, Ye Yuan, dared to say it. 

However, Ye Yuan was compelled against his will too. 

He saw through that Hegemon Imperishable was extremely vigilant toward him. 

This kind of existence, joy and anger were unpredictable. 



If he refused to hand over the Purple Ripple Umbrella, even if he saved him, he might kill him afterward. 

The Purple Ripple Umbrella was too important to Hegemon Imperishable. 

This item, even if it was someone closest to him, he probably would not lend it out either. 

The reason why he could fight one-versus-three, while it was because the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique was incomparably powerful, it was also because of the existence of the Purple Ripple 

Umbrella. 

It was just that when these words were uttered, even Hegemon Imperishable jumped in fright too. 

You’re freaking teasing me, right? 

“Hahaha … Old Ghost Imperishable, I even thought that this boy was here to save you, didn’t expect that 

he’s here to kill you! Pray tell, are you scared or not?” Evil Dragon said with a loud laugh. 

Hegemon Imperishable was speechless. 

Hegemon Heavenly Soul also laughed loudly and said, “Brat, the more you say so, the more it shows that 

you’re talking nonsense! Are you trying to tell us how formidable you are at boasting? The few of us 

have been bored for a very long time. Thank you for delivering us a bit of gag! Hahaha … Really very 

funny!” 

Ye Yuan gave Heavenly Soul a glance and said with a smile, “Hegemon Heavenly Soul, right? Your old 

friend, Hegemon Mi Tian, asked me to send you his regards. But it seems like you haven’t been well 

these few years, being suppressed firmly by Hegemon Imperishable!” 

That stalwart celestial deity’s laughter abruptly ceased at this moment. 

A pair of angry eyes were glued on Ye Yuan. 

Hegemon Mi Tian, this was a name that humiliated him! 

The Divine Emergence that Ye Yuan cultivated was snatched away from his hands by precisely Hegemon 

Mi Tian! 

Back then, Hegemon Mi Tian crossed worlds, saying that he wanted to borrow the three great sacred 

canons to browse. 

Hegemon Heavenly Soul was naturally not willing. In the end, he was beaten by Hegemon Mi Tian until 

he had to search the ground for his teeth. 

In the end, it was when Hegemon Samsara returned that this skirmish came to an end. 

However, under Hegemon Samsara’s agreement, Mi Tian still ‘borrowed’ the Divine Emergence among 

the three great sacred canons to read. 

This matter was the humiliation of the entire Qi Soul Clan. 

To this day, it was still an indelible humiliation in Hegemon Heavenly Soul’s heart. 

Today, this junior actually mentioned Hegemon Mi Tian in front of him. 



This was really courting death! 

Similarly Supreme Hegemons, the strength had a disparity too. 

Just like Hegemon Imperishable, he could deal with three great Supreme Hegemons with his power 

alone. 

Clearly, his strength belonged to the very strong kind among Supreme Hegemons. 

As for Hegemon Mi Tian, he overwhelmed the Qi Soul Clan with great ease with his power alone. 

Ye Yuan guessed that he was probably even stronger than Hegemon Imperishable. 

“Didn’t expect that you’re Old Man Mi Tian’s successor! After this seat gets out, I’ll definitely kill you 

right away!” Hegemon Heavenly Soul said in a cold voice. 

Ye Yuan shrugged and said lightly, “You don’t have the chance! Senior Mi Tian told me that Hegemon 

Heavenly Soul was born with a powerful soul body, even stronger than the fleshy body major powers of 

all the heavens. But, he’s merely a meathead, that’s all! Dealing with him, using a weaker force to deal 

with a greater force would do!” 

The other three great Hegemons desperately held back their laughters. 

In the end, they could not hold it anymore. 

Hegemon Heavenly Soul was furious to the extreme. Meathead, this term of address, was truly all too 

apt. 

He was actually unable to refute! 

He was born from chaos, his inborn soul body was incomparably strong and could not be killed at all! 

But his comprehension of origin was extremely dull. 

The reason why he could squeeze into the ranks of Supreme Hegemon was entirely that his soul body 

was powerful. 

As for origins, he practically knew nothing about it. 

Although he was a soul denizen, he was simply a big fellow who trained the physical body. 

Of course, that also depended on who it was. 

To Hegemon Mi Tian, he could toy with him however he wanted. 

But Supreme Hegemons whose strength were lacking, even if they reached Supreme Hegemon, it would 

be hard to gain any advantage under his powerful soul body too. 

As for Ye Yuan, it went even more without saying. 

“Using a weaker force to deal with a greater force? Hur hur! This seat wants to see how you, a measly 

little Emperor Cloud Heaven, use a weaker force to overcome a greater force!” Heavenly Soul said in 

rage. 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “That’s fine. You just watch. Hegemon Imperishable, are you really not lending 

it?” 

“Not lending!” Hegemon Imperishable said without thinking. 

Ye Yuan heaved a sigh and said, “Since that’s the case, then I can only offend!” 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan’s figure swayed, and he disappeared. 

The four great Supreme Hegemons were stupefied, feeling a little baffled. 

“Hahaha, this boy is really interesting. Threatened us for half a day here, in the end, he slipped away,” 

Hegemon Evil Dragon said with a loud laugh. 

“Humph! If he has the ability, flee out of Nihility Exceeding Balance Heaven. Otherwise, even if this seat 

needs to chase him until the end of the world, I’ll kill him too!” Hegemon Heavenly Soul said hatefully. 

But Hegemon Bloodsong said, “Mn? This boy didn’t run. He went over to the sea of origin there. This … 

What does he want to do?” 

The current Ye Yuan plunged headfirst into the sea of origin, Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique fusing into 

the origins once more. 

The four great Hegemons stopped laughing. They felt as if something was about to happen. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2966: Pummeling the Four Great Hegemons! 

 “Should we bury the hatchet first? I keep feeling that something bad is going to happen.” Hegemon 

Heavenly Soul said. 

Bloodsong snorted coldly and said, “Heavenly Soul, are you a good-for-nothing? A measly little Emperor 

Cloud Heaven has scared you? Or is it that you got scared by Hegemon Mi Tian’s name?” 

Heavenly Soul’s expression turned cold, and he said in anger, “Keep your mouth shut! Otherwise, this 

seat will find trouble with you!” 

Bloodsong’s mouth curled, and he stopped talking. 

He currently needed the Qi Soul Clan’s alliance. 

However, with this disturbance, no one kept Ye Yuan in mind. 

They were Supreme Hegemons in the end. There were really not many existences in this world that 

could threaten them. 

They also really wanted to see just what the hell Ye Yuan was doing. 

In the origin sea, Ye Yuan emitted a series of strange fluctuations through the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique. 

This undulation was very unique. Even the four great Hegemons could not sense it. 
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But a portion of the origins in the origin sea started to seethe little by little! 

These were all masterless origins without consciousness. 

They would not deliberately attack people and would not deliberately let people comprehend. 

But at this time, they actually seemed to have their consciousness be awakened, producing a resonance 

with Ye Yuan’s soul physique! 

Very soon, those origins were seemingly lit up. 

In this dark God Bewildering Battlefield, countless stars seemed to have lit up all at once. 

Originally, the four great Hegemons were all waiting to see Ye Yuan’s laughingstock. But now, they could 

not laugh anymore. 

At their prime, they naturally did not care about these origins. 

But the four of them were currently in a situation of four sides being defeated and wounded. 

Being attacked by so many origin energies, the consequences were not an ordinary kind of serious! 

“What on earth is going on here? Those masterless origins are being awakened by him?” Hegemon 

Heavenly Soul said in shock. 

“Could it be that this boy is planning to use these origins to come and attack us? This isn’t possible, 

right?” Evil Dragon said in shock. 

“Hur hur,?how is this possible? These masterless origins, even we can’t order them about. He, a puny 

little Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique, can order so many origins to be used by him? This boy probably 

imprinted many origin seeds in the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique and can cause an origin resonance, 

that’s all. He wants to use this move to force Old Ghost Imperishable to submit,” Bloodsong still said 

disdainfully. 

When everyone heard this, they felt that it made sense too. They immediately felt much more relieved. 

At this time, Hegemon Imperishable suddenly said, “What he awakened doesn’t seem to be all of the 

origins. This place is the God Bewildering Battlefield. Do you guys think he will use some method to 

awaken all of the origins of the Labyrinth Divine Palace powerhouses that died?” 

The moment these words came out, the three great Hegemons were shocked. 

If it was like this, it would be terrifying! 

“This … This isn’t possible, right? A measly little Emperor Cloud Heaven, what right does he have to be 

able to summon the origins of the Labyrinth Divine Palace powerhouses who died?” Hegemon 

Bloodsong said in alarm. 

Although he denied it firmly, he still felt that Hegemon Imperishable’s guess was very reliable. 

But Heavenly Soul trembled all over and said in disbelief, “Don’t you all forget. Old Thing Mi Tian and the 

Labyrinth Divine Palace’s Hegemon Tian Que are bosom friends! If he passed some secret technique to 

this brat, it’s not impossible!” 



Hegemon Imperishable said, “Back then, the Labyrinth Divine Palace was like a snowball, rolling bigger 

and bigger. Furthermore, the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s disciples were extremely united! It was like there 

was something brainwashing them. This boy might be using this secret technique! Although the origins 

are masterless, they were all comprehended by people, and all carry a trace of obsession from 

powerhouses when they were still alive. This trace of obsession is usually nothing, but if it’s the 

Labyrinth Divine Palace …” 

The horizons of the few great supreme hegemons were all at the peak of the heavens. 

Hegemon Mi Tian’s relationship with the Labyrinth Divine Palace was no secret. 

Especially that Hegemon Heavenly Soul was sworn enemies with him, he naturally knew very very well. 

They guessed the whole thing very quickly. 

However, it was already too late! 

All of a sudden, countless light dots in the night sky whistled by, like a meteor shower, completely 

illuminating the night sky. 

The four great Hegemons felt their hairs stand on end. 

“Old Ghost Imperishable, hurry up and stop!” Hegemon Heavenly Soul cried out. 

At this time, the Hegemon Imperishable, who had been level-headed and calm, was not calm anymore 

as well. 

His voice appeared slightly anxious as he said, “One! Two! Three! Let go!” 

The other three people were long already too impatient to wait. At virtually the same time, the four 

people separated. 

But at this time, the origin meteor shower had already arrived in front of the four people. 

Among the hundreds of thousands of origins that were awakened, there were even many Hegemon 

Realm powerhouses’ origins among them. How immense was the pressure? 

The four people brought out their strongest moves at the same time without hesitation, attempting to 

withstand this meteor shower. 

If they were at their prime, they naturally would not fear a bunch of dead people. 

But the four people had experienced a great battle without equal. They were all already arrows at the 

end of their flight. 

Facing such shocking power, they also felt tremendous pressure. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

… … 



The meteors fell, and the void exploded! 

A terrifying to the extreme energy undulation blew the void into smithereens. 

“ARGH!?Pain! So painful!” 

Hegemon Evil Dragon cried out strangely. His powerful physical body was blasted into a blurry mess of 

blood and flesh. 

Countless meteors landed on Hegemon Heavenly Soul’s head, directly blowing his head away. 

And Hegemon Imperishable’s Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique also became extremely thin under this 

kind of terrifying explosion. 

This meteor shower explosion belonged to an indiscriminate attack. It even disrupted the heaven and 

earth rules in this area of space-time. 

Therefore, Hegemon Imperishable’s consciousness suffered heavy damage too. 

The most miserable was none other than Hegemon Bloodsong. 

Ye Yuan fused a wisp of the purest blood origin into Hegemon level origin. 

Hegemon Bloodsong was also a key target of Ye Yuan’s consideration. 

That region of blood lake almost dissipated under this bombardment! 

One had to know that Hegemon Bloodsong’s strength was even stronger than Lord Wang Zuo’s! 

How could his blood lake be so easy to break? 

But sadly, he encountered Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan’s origin of blood was even purer than his origin! 

“This is the origin of chaos blood! How can you, a measly little Emperor Cloud Heaven, have 

this!?AHHH!”?Amidst the miserable cries, Hegemon Bloodsong’s voice was filled with horror. 

He was all too clear where this origin of chaos blood originated from! 

Apart from the Chaos Bloodstone, nobody could possess it! 

Now, it actually appeared on a puny little human. 

How could he not be horrified? 

The terrifying meteor shower bombardment finally subsided after blasting this region of space-time for 

several hours. 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s figure slowly emerged. It was just that his soul body was already close to 

dissipating. 

Guiding this origin explosion, he naturally had to pay a huge price too. 

The price was his soul body virtually collapsing. 



The current Ye Yuan was weak to the extreme once again. 

However, the four great Supreme Hegemons were even more miserable than him. 

If someone was here, they would definitely be frightened until their eyes were popping out. 

Regarding these four great Supreme Hegemons, randomly call one out and the world would tremble for 

a long time. 

But here, they were actually being thrashed by a puny little Emperor Cloud Heaven! 

This scene was seriously too soul-stirring. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2967: Imperishable Lowering His Head, Cloudneon Breaking Through Realm! 

“Now, are you lending or not?” 

Ye Yuan’s face had no joy nor sorrow, but his words were filled with determination. 

How could Hegemon Imperishable still not understand? Ye Yuan’s obsession was to borrow the Purple 

Ripple Umbrella! 

“So what if I don’t lend? Could it be that in your current state, you can still launch it a second time?” 

Hegemon Imperishable said with a cold snort. 

Ye Yuan did not speak, his already very faint soul body integrated into the origins once more. 

The second meteor shower was launched fiercely! 

Of course, the power this time was much worse than the previous time. 

The target of his attack was also not the four great Hegemons but Hegemon Imperishable alone. 

When Hegemon Imperishable saw this scene, his scalp could not help tingling. 

This boy really did not want his life anymore! 

It was another indiscriminate bombardment, Ye Yuan had not turned to ashes yet, but he was already 

not far away. 

Hegemon Imperishable was no better than him as well. Someone as powerful as him was actually in 

danger of turning to ashes too. 

“Lending or not?” Ye Yuan seemingly completely could not feel that he was about to disintegrate right 

away and just said coolly. 

“Brat, you’re too naive! This seat’s name of imperishable isn’t randomly called! At this rate, the one to 

die first is yourself!” Hegemon Imperishable still refused to relent. 

Ye Yuan did not speak, launching the third origin meteor shower! 

When the other three saw that Ye Yuan was so vicious, they could not help being visibly moved too. 

This guy was a complete lunatic. He completely did not care about his life and death. 
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Threaten you? 

It did not exist! 

If you don’t agree, I’ll bombard you until you agree! 

“This boy is a ruthless character! If he doesn’t die, he’ll definitely achieve great accomplishments in the 

future!” Hegemon Evil Dragon was visibly moved as he said. 

“Humph! Do you think that he can still not die like this?” Bloodsong said in anger. 

“After going out this time, just take it as today’s matter never happened!” Hegemon Heavenly Soul said 

with a cold snort. 

Four great Supreme Hegemons actually succumbed at the hands of an Emperor Cloud Heaven. If this 

were to spread, their faces would really have nowhere to put. 

Bang, bang, bang … 

It was another indiscriminate bombardment. Ye Yuan’s soul body was already almost transparent. 

If you did not look carefully, you could not even see it anymore. 

Of course, Hegemon Imperishable’s soul body was also about there. 

Hegemon Imperishable was on the verge of perishing this time. 

Of course, it was not that Ye Yuan was very formidable. It was just that he was too badly injured before. 

The ones who fought with him were Supreme Hegemons! 

“The next time, it should be the last time. I reckon that I can’t make it anymore. Just don’t know 

whether or not you can pull through.” Ye Yuan was still expressionless as if talking about something that 

had nothing to do with him. 

But these words were simply humiliation to Hegemon Imperishable. 

He was of the Enshrouding Mist Soul Physique. Ye Yuan was similarly of the Enshrouding Mist Soul 

Physique. 

Ye Yuan roughly knew what Hegemon Imperishable’s limit was. 

One more time, Ye Yuan would definitely die without a doubt. 

But whether or not Hegemon Imperishable could pull through was really hard to say. 

Hegemon Imperishable’s face alternated in shades of white and green. How long had it been since he 

had felt this feeling of humiliation? 

Even when facing the besiegement of three great Supreme Hegemons, he did not give in at all too. 

Regarding this battle with the three great Hegemons, he was proud. 

Forcing three great Supreme Hegemons to not dare to make a move without careful consideration, this 

could not be done by everyone. 



Who knew that today, he was actually forced into such a situation by an Emperor Cloud Heaven brat. 

“I …” 

Hegemon Imperishable was stubborn. He instinctively wanted to reject it. 

But, just as he opened his mouth, he glimpsed that the three people by the side were currently looking 

at him with excited faces, and he could not help but shudder. 

These three fellows were hoping that he and this boy would both suffer mutual destruction, right? 

If he really died, then the Nirvanic Soul Clan would really be finished. 

Even if he did not die, in his current condition, he still did not know how long it would take to recover. 

“Okay, I promise you!” When the words reached the tip of his tongue, Hegemon Imperishable changed 

his tone. 

Bloodsong three people had disappointed looks. 

While Ye Yuan let out a long sigh in relief, he naturally knew about Hegemon Imperishable’s pride. 

Therefore, he had no confidence at all, in whether or not the other party would agree. 

Fortunately, there were still three old fellows next to them. 

Thank you all! 

Ye Yuan felt that if it were not for the three of them, Hegemon Imperishable would rather die than to 

agree. 

Rumble! 

Right at this time, the winds and clouds suddenly changed. 

Above the void, an enormous stone door slowly emerged. 

Door of Eternal Life! 

A beautiful figure was standing in front of the Door of Eternal Life. 

Evil Dragon’s expression changed wildly, and he cried out in alarm, “Not good! This girl actually broke 

through the gateway too and gained enlightenment on Dao amidst the origins!” 

Hegemon Bloodsong smiled lightly and said, “What are you scared of? This girl is arrogant at heart and 

haughty in manner, and she plans to use 81 origins to assault the Door of Eternal Life! This third seal is 

as difficult as ascending to heaven!” 

Evil Dragon came to a realization and said, “That’s true! Concerning 81 origins, the third seal is at the 

level of grand completion. Across the heavens and myriad worlds, those who could break through this 

hurdle, to this day, can be counted on one hand. Does this girlie really think that she’s defying the 

heavens?” 

Around Cloudneon, dozens of origin powers were glimmering and fading indeterminately, supporting 

her like a fairy maiden that descended to the mortal world. 



On the Door of Eternal Life, the third seal seemed to be a little tighter. 

The more origins, the greater the difficulty of breaking through as well. 

These 81 origins were the limit of Emperor Sakra Heaven. 

The power of this third seal was also the strongest! 

Since ancient times, no idea how many geniuses had attempted to use 81 origin powers to break 

through the seal. But, there were barely any who succeeded. 

Of course, once it succeeded, the sealed door would directly have a slight gap being pushed open, and 

the benefits obtained would also be unimaginable! 

Boom! 

On Cloudneon’s body, an afterglow radiately brilliantly. 

She had started to assault Hegemon Realm! 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he felt an upsurge of emotion too. 

He had heard from Hegemon Mi Tian before that assaulting the Door of Eternal Life with 81 origins, 

once it succeeded, one’s strength could immediately reach the level of Peak Hegemons! 

They were not at all inferior to Supreme Hegemons! 

But it was precisely because it was difficult that once the Door of Eternal Life could not be opened, they 

might not be able to break through to Hegemon Realm for life. 

Therefore, all those who dared to take this step were outstandingly talented people! 

Ye Yuan had long prepared to assault the Door of Eternal Life with 81 origins. 

Today, he could view it in advance! 

Under a strike, the third seal did not budge an inch! 

The power of this third seal was even more terrifying than imagined! 

However, Cloudneon’s face did not have the slightest ripple, striking again without the slightest 

hesitation! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

One attack after another hammered on the Door of Eternal Life. But, the power of the third seal clearly 

exceeded imagination. 

But Cloudneon’s soul body became dimmer and dimmer because of the Door of Eternal Life’s backlash 

force. 



Seeing this scene, Hegemon Evil Dragon laughed loudly and said, “Old Ghost Imperishable, this girl 

underestimated the Door of Eternal Life too much! Her strength is pretty good, but wanting to break the 

Door of Eternal Life, it’s impossible!” 

Heavenly Soul also smiled and said, “The Cloud Dream Soul Physique is indeed powerful, but this lass is 

too ambitious! With 81 origins bombarding the Door of Eternal Life, does she really think that this step is 

so easy to take?” 

A hint of gloominess was also revealed in Hegemon Imperishable’s eyes. 

He knew that Cloudneon was considered to be crippled! 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said lightly, “She’ll succeed!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2968: Borrowing Umbrella! 

“Boy, some things can’t be done just by moving your mouth!” Evil Dragon said with a sneer. 

His voice had yet to fade when Cloudneon’s soul body suddenly vanished. 

The 81 origins merged into one, crashing into the Door of Eternal Life once again! 

Boom! 

A crack actually appeared in that third seal. 

But when Cloudneon’s soul body appeared again, it was faint to the extreme. 

Her soul body was about to collapse! 

The three great Hegemons’ expressions changed, and they cried out in surprise, “Does this lass not want 

her life anymore? Burning her soul body to assault the hurdle, it’s fatal!” 

Cloudneon’s face did not show any emotion, her soul body dissipating again. 

Boom! 

This time, the crack grew a little bigger. But Cloudneon’s soul body became even dimmer. 

The four great Hegemons were shocked. Their eyes could not help looking toward Ye Yuan. 

This reckless scene was so familiar! 

These two little fellows that barged in were both lunatics that did not want their lives! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Cloudneon’s soul body became fainter and fainter. However, the crack on the third seal also grew bigger 

and bigger. 
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In a blink, Cloudneon’s soul body already could not be seen clearly anymore. It was even more serious 

than Ye Yuan. 

However, she still rushed towards the seal again without the slightest hesitation. 

Boom! 

The third seal opened at the sound of it! 

The Door of Eternal Life that would seemingly never open actually opened a tiny gap at this time! 

The aura of Great Dao poured out like floodwaters that broke the dam. 

The expressions of Evil Dragon and the other three great Hegemons changed wildly. 

This lass actually really succeeded! 

To them, this was terrible news. 

The three of them were critically wounded. Under such circumstances, they could not even escape! 

Which was also to say that, Cloudneon’s breakthrough was devastating to them! 

Whoosh! 

Cloudneon’s soul body that was about to be completely destroyed actually re-condensed under the 

scouring of this Great Dao power. 

And her aura was also in the midst of climbing frenziedly. 

The 81 origins turned bright at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

The current Cloudneon stood there, still cold as ice, but it gave people an otherworldly feeling as if she 

was otherworldly. 

Even if it was Ye Yuan, he was actually mesmerized from watching too. 

Walking lightly, Cloudneon gave Hegemon Imperishable a deep bow and said, “Paying respects to 

Progenitor.” 

Hegemon Imperishable had a relieved expression on his face. This was his trump card that he was 

originally planning to use to deal with the Qi Soul Clan. 

He did not expect that at this time, she actually succeeded in breaking through, becoming a Hegemon 

Realm powerhouse! 

The other three great Hegemons also did not expect that in a blink of an eye, this lass in front of them, 

actually became the crux that governed everyone’s life and death. 

“Huhu, Cloudneon, you didn’t let this seat down! Now, kill this kid first!” Hegemon Imperishable pointed 

at Ye Yuan and said. 

This punk brought him endless humiliation. 

He had been invincible all his life and had never been forced to lower his head by anyone before. 



But he lowered his head to Ye Yuan! 

Fortunately, he had not sworn the Heavenly Dao Oath yet. 

Now, he could decide Ye Yuan’s life and death with a word! 

Evil Dragon three people all had gloating expressions. 

They did not have a good impression of Ye Yuan either. 

If not for this kid, they would have already made their get-away now. Why would they need to wait to 

die here? 

Cloudneon’s gaze turned toward Ye Yuan. The latter did not shy away either and just smiled sadly. 

He also did not think that Cloudneon actually broke through at the critical moment. 

However, outside of everyone’s expectations, Cloudneon actually bowed toward Hegemon Imperishable 

once again and pleaded, “May Cloudneon be so bold as to request progenitor to lend Ye Yuan the Purple 

Ripple Umbrella to use.” 

“What did you say!” Hegemon Imperishable’s gaze turned intent as he glared at Cloudneon. 

He could not quite believe his own ears. Cloudneon was actually making him lend the Purple Ripple 

Umbrella to Ye Yuan? 

Evil Dragon three people also opened their eyes wide. What on earth was this girl doing? 

Was she not Old Ghost Imperishable’s people? Why would she say such a thing? 

Cloudneon did not avoid Hegemon Imperishable’s gaze in the slightest and said calmly, “Ye Yuan is just 

borrowing the Purple Ripple Umbrella in order to save his beloved. Cloudneon will be by the side. Once 

he finishes using it, I’ll take back the Purple Ripple Umbrella. Progenitor, please show mercy.” 

Ye Yuan was surprised. 

Was this woman … moved by him? 

But back then, she clearly did not have any expression at all! 

Yes, along the way, Ye Yuan told Cloudneon the reason for borrowing the Purple Ripple Umbrella. 

It was just that Cloudneon just listened to it and did not express much. She still had a cold face as per 

usual. 

But now, she actually spoke up for him at the risk of offending Hegemon Imperishable? 

This woman … was very similar to her! 

Before this, Ye Yuan felt that this woman was very cold-blooded, killing people without batting an eyelid. 

But now, Ye Yuan suddenly discovered that he was wrong. 

This woman’s coldness was only due to her nature. 



But her heart had a soft side. 

This kind of personality was simply cut from the same cloth as Mu Lingxue! 

The Mu Lingxue back then, how proud and cold was she, akin to a fairy maiden from heaven. 

But, once she fell in love with him, even if her bones were ground to dust, she would not hesitate either! 

Ye Yuan did not feel that Cloudneon fell in love with him. But very clearly, she was moved by his story. 

Someone who went through all kinds of hardships and difficulties for the sake of his beloved, walking 

step by step from the mortal world to this present day. 

This kind of unwavering feeling, how could it not move people? 

Ye Yuan guessed correctly. Cloudneon was moved by him. 

But what she was moved by was not the story. It was everything that he had done. 

Ye Yuan held on with one breath, refusing to be annihilated, all the way until Hegemon Imperishable 

awakened him anew. 

He did not scruple to have both sides suffer mutual destruction, pressuring an overlord like Hegemon 

Imperishable to lower his head. 

Such a thing could not be falsified. 

Cloudneon was gaining enlightenment on Dao, but she saw everything that happened in the God 

Bewildering Battlefield. 

Actually, she also did not know why she did it. Perhaps, it was at the behest of supernatural powers. 

Hegemon Imperishable’s eyes turned icy-cold, and he said in a solemn voice, “If I don’t agree, are you 

going to help him deal with this seat?” 

Cloudneon said, “Progenitor, it’s just a matter of lifting a hand. Why is there a need?” 

Hegemon Imperishable said in anger, “Good! Very good! I didn’t expect that this seat actually raised an 

ingrate! Take it! Scram!” 

A large purple umbrella flew toward Cloudneon. Cloudneon reached her hand out to take it. Passing it to 

Ye Yuan, she said, “If you’re concocting any schemes, I’ll kill you with my own hands!” 

Ye Yuan just smiled and did not speak. 

He was not interested in the Purple Ripple Umbrella at all. 

What he wanted was just to be able to save Mu Lingxue! 

Suddenly, the power of origin blossomed from Cloudneon’s body. 

Only to see her point at the void, Hegemon Evil Dragon directly blew into pieces and was completely 

annihilated along with his dragon soul. 

A Supreme Hegemon of his generation died on the spot! 



Following that, she pointed a finger at Bloodsong in the same manner. 

Bloodsong’s expression changed greatly, and he roared wildly, “Mother stone, save me!” 

Right at this time, a streak of bloody light tore across the sky, and it actually directly entered the God 

Bewildering Battlefield. 

Boom! 

Cloudneon took several steps back in a row. Her icy-cold face actually carried some shock. 

At that moment, Bloodsong, who was with them all, had long already disappeared. 

“What terrifying strength! Progenitor, there’s actually still such an expert in the blood race?” Cloudneon 

said. 

Hegemon Imperishable’s fury had long already dissipated into thin air. He also had a shocked expression 

on his face. 

Clearly, it was also his first time seeing this power. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2969: The Scent of Hope! 

“This guy became stronger again!” 

Looking at the blood light that receded like the tide, Ye Yuan said in surprise. 

Hegemon Imperishable and Cloudneon both looked at him strangely, clearly rather surprised. 

Suddenly, the blood light seemed to have discovered something and actually stopped retreating. 

A pair of eyes appeared in the blood light, looking at that illusory figure Ye Yuan. 

The Chaos Bloodstone said, “Brat, we meet again!” 

Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted, and he said in shock, “You can talk!” 

Being able to talk, it meant that it had already awakened consciousness. 

The last time he met the Chaos Bloodstone, he was still in a state of unconsciousness. Everything could 

only rely on instinct. 

But now, this guy actually already had consciousness. 

This was also to say that the Chaos Bloodstone was probably not far from being born! 

This was not good news! 

“Looks like you’re very surprised! This seat is currently at the final juncture of awakening. I’ll spare you 

this time! After this seat comes into being, the first one that I’m going to kill is you, this punk! To dare 

cheat a wisp of this seat’s chaos blood origin, you’re still the first one! This score must be 

settled! Hahaha …” 

While talking, the blood light retreated, and everything returned to tranquility. 
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Ye Yuan’s expression was very ugly. 

Cloudneon, Imperishable, Heavenly Soul, three great Hegemons were all looking at Ye Yuan with 

shocked faces. 

This guy actually cheated a trace of origin from that terrifying existence? 

This boy was really impressive enough! 

“Ye Yuan …” 

Before waiting for Cloudneon to open her mouth and ask, Ye Yuan said all of the information that he 

knew, “He’s the blood race’s mother stone, Chaos Bloodstone! The blood race was created by him …” 

When the three great Hegemons heard, their faces were unprecedentedly solemn. 

Only then did they learn that it turns out that the 33 Heavens actually gave birth to such a terrifying 

existence. 

“Therefore, regardless of whether it is your Qi Soul Clan or Nirvanic Soul Clan, there’s no meaning in 

attacking each other at all! Once the Chaos Bloodstone is born, it will probably be the entire 33 Heavens’ 

catastrophe! What appeared just now was merely a wisp of his clone. I can feel that he’s much stronger 

than before! Furthermore, he already has consciousness and probably won’t be too far away from 

coming into being!” Ye Yuan said with a solemn look. 

“You mean that we were all made use of by the blood race?” Hegemon Heavenly Soul said in a solemn 

voice. 

“Otherwise? Whatever chaos races are one family, how ridiculous! Hegemon Heavenly Soul, you’re 

really a meathead. Even this kind of bullshit reason can deceive you?” Ye Yuan beat him down without 

the slightest mercy. 

Hegemon Heavenly Soul said in a great rage, “Brat, if you dare to say another word, this seat will 

immediately tear you to shreds!” 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled, and he said disdainfully, “You only dare to challenge me, this Emperor Cloud 

Heaven. Heavenly Soul, without Hegemon Samsara, who the hell do you think you are! If you have the 

ability, wait until I reach Hegemon Realm. Then let’s have a fight. If I don’t beat you until your soul 

disintegrates, my name, Ye Yuan two words, will be written upside down!” 

“You!” Hegemon Heavenly Soul could not help choking. 

His biggest taboo was others mentioning this point. 

He was a Supreme Hegemon at any rate, his strength reigning supreme across the heavens. 

He did not want to be perceived by people that he was surviving under Hegemon Samsara’s wings. 

But he understood in his heart that reality was like this! 

Being exposed by Ye Yuan mercilessly, he felt a loss in face. 



“Enough! Heavenly Soul, what Ye Yuan said is right. The enmity between us can be put aside for the time 

being! Once that evil thing comes into being, regardless of whether it is the Qi Soul Clan or Nirvanic Soul 

Clan, we’ll probably suffer a cataclysmic disaster! Furthermore, the blood race is currently running 

amuck across the heavens, and the Chaos Bloodstone’s strength is getting stronger and stronger. We 

have to be prepared!” Hegemon Imperishable said. 

“Humph!” Hegemon Heavenly Soul said with a cold snort and stopped talking. 

“Cloudneon, you bring him!” Hegemon Imperishable said. 

“Yes!” 

Hence, Cloudneon brought Ye Yuan and left the God Bewildering Battlefield. 

… … 

A month later, at Sublime Pill Sect. 

After a terrifying Dao tribulation, Ye Yuan opened his eyes, light radiating everywhere. 

When this half of a clone returned to the original body, he directly leaped over True Sovereign Heaven 

and stepped into Emperor Realm! 

His Door of Eternal Life had already been summoned. His origin divinity realm had already stepped into 

middle Emperor Cloud Heaven. 

Breaking through to Emperor Realm was just a matter of how much divine essence to him. 

This happened to be very simple to Ye Yuan. 

After finishing breaking through, Ye Yuan’s heart started pounding. 

This day finally arrived! 

Experiencing countless tribulations, he finally saw the hope of saving Mu Lingxue. 

The beauty before his eyes, Ye Yuan took meticulous care of her. 

She was spotless and flawless and even preserved the appearance of being locked in ice for ten 

thousand miles. It was as if she was asleep. 

A powerful divine essence wrapped Mu Lingxue up. 

She was only at the Lower Realms Divine King Realm. Her physical body could not withstand the 33 

Heavens’ power of rules at all. 

Ye Yuan looked at Mu Lingxue. The muscles on his face were twitching. 

Mi Tian said before that Mu Lingxue’s divine soul might have already entered samsara. 

If so, it could not be called back anymore. 



Furthermore, because Mu Lingxue burned her divine soul back then, her divine soul had long already 

become uncertain. Only wisps of soul origin’s energy were left behind, drifting between heaven and 

earth. 

The trace of fluctuation that Ye Yuan felt in the Lower Realms, it was this soul origin’s energy. 

Whether or not he could revive Mu Lingxue was still an unknown thing. 

The Purple Ripple Umbrella opened, and purple light enveloped Mu Lingxue’s physical body. 

Ye Yuan cast the soul gathering mystic art with endless fluster. 

The purple light was quiet, setting off waves of ripples. 

Mu Lingxue’s physical body finally had a reaction. 

That last trace of spiritual consciousness was magnified by the Purple Ripple Umbrella! 

The Purple Ripple Umbrella was one of the soul race’s supreme soul artifacts. It had a function, which 

was that it could feel the most fundamental soul origin in the world. 

It was also precisely because of this that Mi Tian had Ye Yuan come and borrow the Purple Ripple 

Umbrella. 

Everything was in order. Ye Yuan could only slowly wait. 

However, his entire body was trembling by the side. 

He had waited for this day for far too long. 

He was not afraid of hardships. What he was afraid of was not being able to save Mu Lingxue! 

Cloudneon looked at this scene. Her icy face could not help sighing slightly. 

Love sickness in this world was no more than this, right? 

“Kid, loosen up a little! You’ve already worked very hard! Even if you can’t save her, she won’t blame 

you too!” Mi Tian urged. 

Ye Yuan did not speak. He just stared fixedly at Mu Lingxue. 

One day! 

Two days! 

Three days! 

… … 

One day passed after another, and the serene light of the Purple Ripple Umbrella had already passed 

through all the heavens, searching for Mu Lingxue’s soul origin. 

But there was still no reaction. 

Ye Yuan’s heart became more and more flustered, virtually about to explode. 



He did not want it to still be all in vain after waiting for so many years! 

Mi Tian looked at this besotted child, a hint of reluctance flashing across in his heart. 

This child was too stubborn! 

On the tenth day, there was still no reaction. 

On the 15th day, still no reaction. 

Ye Yuan’s heart was already filled with despair. He virtually wanted to roar out. 

Finally, on the 18th day, the Purple Ripple Umbrella had a reaction! 

A familiar aura came from beyond the heavens! 

This was the aura of soul origin! 

Ye Yuan had felt it once. He knew this aura too well! 

At this moment, Ye Yuan was almost jumping up in agitation. 

“It’s back! Really came back! Senior, I’ve finally waited for this day!” When talking, Ye Yuan had tears 

covering his face. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2970: We’ll Meet Again if Fated! 

Under the Purple Ripple Umbrella, Mu Lingxue’s soul origin was gathering around little by little. 

The sleeping beauty-like Mu Lingxue actually had a trace of life. This made Ye Yuan become even more 

wildly elated. 

“Senior, I … I finally succeeded!” 

The current Ye Yuan needed someone to share his joy. 

Mi Tian smiled and said, “Heaven rewards the faithful! Kid, congratulations!” 

On Ye Yuan, he saw eternal composure. 

No matter how great the difficulties he faced, he could keep his cool in the face of a crisis. 

However, the current Ye Yuan was agitated like a child. It was still his first time seeing it. 

Mi Tian also felt deeply emotional. This boy truly had love as solid as gold! 

In the cultivation world, feelings were often very unreliable. 

People who betrayed you were often the people closest to you. 

Even if it was not betrayal, time would also weaken everything. 

But Ye Yuan was different. The longer the time, the deeper his feelings seemed to grow. 

A mortal world lover, but Ye Yuan could strive until today for her sake. It was truly not easy. 
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He felt happy for Ye Yuan too. 

“Ugh …” 

Suddenly, Mu Lingxue gave an inaudible groan. 

Ye Yuan was overjoyed, taking out a heavenly pill, he sent it into Mu Lingxue’s body extremely carefully. 

At this time, Mu Lingxue already had some consciousness and was no longer a living corpse. She could 

naturally cultivate. 

Hence, under the help of the heavenly pill, Mu Lingxue’s cultivation realm increased rapidly! 

Half a month later, the heavenly pill was fully digested, and Mu Lingxue became a Heavenly Stratum 

powerhouse. 

This was just a matter of lifting a hand to the current Ye Yuan. 

Three months passed in a twinkle. On this day, Mu Lingxue’s eyelids quivered slightly, and she actually 

slowly opened her eyes. 

Ye Yuan was agitated until his heart was almost leaping out of his throat. 

He hugged Mu Lingxue and said agitatedly, “Lingxue, heaven didn’t let me down! You finally returned!” 

“Do you know how long I’ve waited for this day?” 

“You’re really silly. You didn’t even want your life anymore for me? Do you know how much my heart 

ached?” 

“So many years, I’ve always spent it in guilt! No matter how strong I became, that guilt in my heart had 

never disappeared before!” 

“However, everything has passed! Everything has passed now!” 

“It’s good that you’re back.” 

“It’s good that you’re back!” 

Ye Yuan had never hugged Mu Lingxue so tightly in this life before. 

He was scared. He was scared that this was a dream. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan was so emotional, the ten-thousand-year ice face of Cloudneon, who was not far 

away, actually showed signs of thawing too. 

In the boundless 33 Heavens, this scene was truly not often seen. 

But the Mu Lingxue, who was being embraced tightly by Ye Yuan, her reaction seemed a little dull. 

Time did not leave its mark on her face. That face was still kingdom toppling. It was just that the look in 

her eyes seemed somewhat vacant. 

No idea how long had passed either, she slowly pushed Ye Yuan away, looked at Ye Yuan, and asked 

with uncertainty, “Who are you?” 



Ye Yuan’s entire person turned stiff, and he said with unwillingness, “Lingxue, I’m Ji Qingyun! D-Don’t 

you recognize me anymore?” 

Mu Lingxue frowned slightly, as if striving hard to remember, muttering under her breath, “Ji Qingyun?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head hard and said, “Yes, Ji Qingyun! Qingyun Zi! You think carefully again!” 

“Back then, in the Medicine King Hall, you and I drank together under the moon. You stabbed my 

shoulder with a sword, forcing me to submit!” 

“Back then, Heavenly Wind Divine King wanted to make a move against me, so you hunted him down for 

100 thousand miles! I paid a visit to give thanks, but you shut the door and refused to meet!” 

“… …” 

Ye Yuan recounted each event as if enumerating his family’s valuables. 

But Mu Lingxue did not have the slightest reaction. She just said coolly, “Apologies. What you said just 

now, I don’t have any impression at all.” 

Ye Yuan was akin to being thunderstruck, standing transfixed on the spot. 

How could this be? 

“Then … Then do you remember who you are?” Ye Yuan asked unwillingly. 

Mu Lingxue nodded and said, “Spirit Snow Divine King, Mu Lingxue! This place … doesn’t seem to be the 

Divine Realm? My cultivation also seems to have greatly surpassed before.” 

Ye Yuan was stupefied again. She remembered everything and only forgotten about him? 

Or was he the eternal pain in her heart? 

Mi Tian let out a sigh and said, “Looks like her soul origin wasn’t fully condensed!” 

Ye Yuan roused himself and said, “Then I’ll cast the soul gathering technique again and condense her 

soul origin!” 

“It’s no use. A portion of her soul origin has already entered samsara. No matter how exceedingly 

formidable your means, you can’t find it too,” Cloudneon suddenly opened her mouth and said. 

Mi Tian felt somewhat sorry for Ye Yuan and said with a sigh, “Mortal divine souls contain three spiritual 

and seven physical souls. She burned her divine soul, losing the carrier, and the three spiritual and seven 

physical souls turned into soul origin, drifting between heaven and earth. Once a long time has passed, 

the three spiritual and seven physical souls will each have their own encounters. Some can even 

cultivate on their own and attain Dao. But, as long as they didn’t enter samsara, they ultimately can’t 

escape the Purple Ripple Umbrella’s calling. However …” 

He did not finish saying, but the meaning was already very clear. 

Even the Purple Ripple Umbrella could not find it. Then it must have entered samsara. 

Mu Lingxue was somewhat confused, not knowing what they were talking about. 



Ye Yuan had a look of dejection and still said unwillingly, “Even if it entered samsara, it has to be in this 

33 Heavens. Can’t it be found?” 

Cloudneon said coolly, “The variables involved are too great. After entering samsara, it’s a new life. She 

won’t have her previous life’s memories any longer, and she won’t have her previous life’s feelings. Even 

if you really find it, do you feel she’ll want to fuse together with a completely different individual?” 

Ye Yuan was silent. 

He did not expect that after experiencing many untold hardships, he still did not let Mu Lingxue 

resurrect perfectly. 

What Cloudneon said was right. If right now, he had a previous life standing in front of him, asking him 

to merge together, would he agree? 

That was impossible! 

I’m me, the only one in this world! 

But was he giving up just like that? 

He was still not willing! 

If it was not a complete Mu Lingxue, then what was the point of reviving her? 

Right at this time, Mu Lingxue moved. She slowly walked outside of the main hall. 

Ye Yuan was startled and said, “Lingxue, where are you going?” 

Mu Lingxue said coolly, “This place doesn’t seem to be the Divine Realm. It’s a new world. I want to go 

and take a look.” 

Ye Yuan let out a sigh of relief and revealed a smile as he said, “Okay, I’ll bring you.” 

Finished saying, he was going to bring Mu Lingxue away. 

“Stop!” Mu Lingxue suddenly shouted coldly and said, “I don’t know who you are and what objectives 

you have. You don’t need to put on a lovesick appearance in front of me either. I, Mu Lingxue, don’t buy 

this! Now, stay further away from me! I know that you’re very strong, but I, Mu Lingxue, would rather 

die than be your pet!” 

Finished saying, Mu Lingxue turned around and left just like that. 

Ye Yuan was stunned, standing there at a loss on what to do. 

After experiencing untold hardships, what he exchanged for, was such a scene? 

“I’ll go and capture her back!” Cloudneon’s figure moved and was about to make a move. 

“Forget it, let her go,” Ye Yuan suddenly said. 

Cloudneon’s eyes flashed slightly, and she said, “You’re willing to let her leave just like this?” 



Ye Yuan suddenly changed to a relaxed smile and said, “We’ll meet again if it’s fated! Moreover, this is 

the Mu Lingxue that I know!” 


